BRIGHTON

OAKLAND AVE.

B-648/113 Cor. Oakland St. Line for O. B. Smith 1913
B-134/58 West of loc. of stone walls & fence. Sellew 1901

160 Vicinity survey
OAKLAND PLACE

Survey

Wadleigh 1877
Sur for L.O.
Bk. 1182
pg. 66-97

Survey for L.O.

Sept., 70
OAKLAND ST.  

CXLIV  45  Meas. of Curb set in 1873  Wadleigh 1874
CXLVIII 50-90 Survey  
CC  50  57-59 Meas. of Buildings & Fences  Lovejoy 1889
CC  60  69 Fanueil St. to Curve  Smith 1891
B-446  37  At Wash. St. Line for Pav. Div.  
B-648  1/16  Wash. to Fanueil St. Line for C.B.  1913
13709/80.81.117 Wash. St. to Fanueil. Location of  
Bd. of Survey.  

K. On May 1910
Oakland St.

Loc. spikes

Line, Loc. spikes etc.

Morrison - 1894

Loc. of

offset etc.

Sellew

Survey

1901
OAKLAND St.

B-789

\frac{139}{40} at Faneuil St. Line for school lot Sh. 1929

B \frac{759}{39} Bennett-Arlington St.  

LJM. 1926
Oakland St., Bri.

B803 at Wash. St.

Oakland St., Brl.

B803 720-121

at *61-63, (at So. Hobart St.) Line for edge., Nov.-Dec., 1932

B886/25 Miss of School Bldg.
OAKLAND ST.   BRI.   BK 957

SPEC. Repairs

P.P. 110-111
Oak Square

881/140 Survey for new circle
Oak Square

Intersection: Sellew - 1894.

Survey near:
Bk. 80 - P138 - loc. spikes - meas't etc. " 1894
OAK SQUARE AVE  BRIGHTON  0.

B-478  02-87  Survey of Line  Smith  1901
"  107  Spiking Out for Catch Basins  "  1902
"  128-129  Points put in for Engineers  "  "
B-519  10-1-03  Cor. Wash. St. Line for Ambo Testing  "  "

[Handwritten notes and possibly a diagram]
Olivia St
B 828 - Pa 115

Survey for L.O.

Philpott
Oliva St. Bri.
B. 828/115-121. Layout from Brooks St. to Rameleigh Rd. G. L. Philpott

B. 842/4 From Rameleigh Rd. N. W.
OLIVE ST. Bri.

886/76 Survey
ORCHARD RD.

Line for sidewalk

Smith 1924

B-768 3/7
B-778 3/179

1926
Orkney Road

B-475 100-101 Line for Construction
      "  "  "  "  " Building
      "  "  "  "  " Catch Basins
B-472 80-81 At Ayr Rd. Line for Building
B-601 48-49 Resettling Curb- Haskell
      "  "  "  "  "  "  "  "  "  Sutherland to Ayr Roads Points
      "  "  "  "  "  "  "  "  "  "  for Monuments

BRIGHTON 1.

Smith 1898
April 1899
Bacon 1898
Smith 1908
ORkNEY Road

8-676/59 Near Ayr Rd. Site to Locate Flock

BRIGHTON

Smith 1914